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Abstract

For Visible-Infrared person Re-IDentification (VI-ReID),
existing modality-specific information compensation based
models try to generate the images of missing modal-
ity from existing ones for reducing cross-modality dis-
crepancy. However, because of the large modality dis-
crepancy between visible and infrared images, the gen-
erated images usually have low qualities and introduce
much more interfering information (e.g., color inconsis-
tency). This greatly degrades the subsequent VI-ReID
performance. Alternatively, we present a novel Feature-
level Modality Compensation Network (FMCNet) for VI-
ReID in this paper, which aims to compensate the miss-
ing modality-specific information in the feature level rather
than in the image level, i.e., directly generating those miss-
ing modality-specific features of one modality from exist-
ing modality-shared features of the other modality. This
will enable our model to mainly generate some discrim-
inative person related modality-specific features and dis-
card those non-discriminative ones for benefiting VI-ReID.
For that, a single-modality feature decomposition module
is first designed to decompose single-modality features into
modality-specific ones and modality-shared ones. Then, a
feature-level modality compensation module is present to
generate those missing modality-specific features from ex-
isting modality-shared ones. Finally, a shared-specific fea-
ture fusion module is proposed to combine the existing and
generated features for VI-ReID. The effectiveness of our
proposed model is verified on two benchmark datasets.

1. Introduction
Person Re-IDentification (ReID) aims at matching the

given pedestrians from an image gallery taken by differ-
ent cameras. Most existing ReID models focus on the
visible-visible image matching (i.e., VV-ReID). However,

*Equally corresponding authors.
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Figure 1. Illustration of the differences between our model and
existing VI-ReID models. (a) Existing modality-shared feature
learning based models. (b) Existing image-level compensation
based models. (c) Our proposed feature-level compensation based
model.

these models may have poor performance when visible
cameras cannot well capture information, such as at night.
Compared with visible cameras, infrared cameras can still
capture clear images under those poor illumination condi-
tions. Moreover, most cameras in modern surveillance sys-
tems support autoswitch between the visible and infrared
modes under different illumination conditions. Accord-
ingly, Visible-Infrared ReID (i.e., VI-ReID) has raised more
and more attention recently.

The main challenge of VI-ReID lies in the modality dis-
crepancy between the visible and infrared images. Mean-
while, it also surfers from large person variations, such as
viewpoints and postures. As shown in Fig. 1(a), most exist-
ing models [1–7] try to extract the discriminative modality-
shared features for VI-ReID. Although great improvements
have been achieved, these models inevitably discard lots
of discriminative person-related modality-specific informa-
tion, which may also benefit VI-ReID. Considering that,
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some works [8, 9] propose the idea of modality-specific in-
formation compensation, which attempts to first generate
those missing modality-specific information from existing
modality and then jointly uses the generated and original
information for VI-ReID.

However, existing modality-specific information com-
pensation based models usually achieve inferior results
compared with those modality-shared feature learning
based models. This may impute to the image-level com-
pensation of existing models. That is, as shown in Fig.
1(b), existing models first generate the images of missing
modality from the images of existing modality and then ex-
tract discriminative person features from the paired images
for VI-ReID. However, it is very difficult to generate high-
quality images of one modality from another modality, due
to the large modality discrepancy between the visible and
infrared images. Especially, when generating visible im-
ages from infrared images, much more noisy information
(e.g., color inconsistency), instead of discriminative per-
son features, will be introduced for VI-ReID. Besides, these
existing modality-specific information compensation based
models usually follow a two-stage structure and are not end-
to-end trainable, where the image generation sub-networks
and VI-ReID subnetworks are independent trained.

Actually, compared with the modality discrepancy be-
tween visible and infrared images, their features’ discrep-
ancy has been reduced to some extents, since some com-
mon semantics information usually coexists in the unimodal
visible and infrared features. Therefore, the translation be-
tween visible data and infrared data in the feature level
may be easier than that in the image level. Meanwhile,
as discussed in some existing works [10–12], the single-
modality features (e.g., unimodal visible features or in-
frared features) can be decomposed into their own modality-
specific features and modality-shared features. The dif-
ficulties for cross-modality translation can be further re-
duced by generating those missing modality-specific fea-
tures from existing modality-shared features rather than
from the whole single-modality features. More impor-
tantly, compared with image-level translation, the feature-
level translation allows us to flexibly control the generation
of those missing modality-specific features as our require-
ments by designing some dedicated loss functions. For ex-
ample, we can only generate some discriminative person-
related modality-specific features and discard those non-
discriminative ones for benefiting VI-ReID.

Considering that, we will present a novel end-to-end
feature-level modality-specific information compensation
based model, i.e., the Feature-level Modality Compensation
Network (FMCNet), for VI-ReID in this paper. As shown
in Fig. 1(c), our proposed FMCNet aims to compensate
those missing modality-specific information in the feature
level rather than in the image level, i.e., directly generat-

ing those missing modality-specific features of one modal-
ity from existing modality-shared features of other modal-
ity. To this end, a Single-modality Feature Decomposi-
tion (SFD) module is first utilized to decompose the input
single-modality features into their own modality-specific
and modality-shared features, respectively. Meanwhile, a
modality decomposition loss is designed to facilitate the
decomposition of those single-modality features. Then, a
Feature-level Modality Compensation (FMC) module is de-
signed to generate the missing modality-specific features of
one modality from the existing modality-shared ones of the
other modality for each sample image. Finally, a Shared-
specific Feature Fusion (SFF) module is designed to jointly
use the existing modality-shared and modality-specific fea-
tures as well as the generated modality-specific features for
VI-ReID.

Similarly, cm-SSFT [13] also tries to simultaneously ex-
ploit those modality-shared and modality-specific features
for VI-ReID. It achieves shared-specific feature transfer by
modeling the affinities among different samples. Specially,
those missing modality-specific features in the cm-SSFT
are transfered from all the samples of the other modality in
the gallery. This may also introduce more modality-specific
information of other identities, thus easily leading to sub-
optimal results. Different from cm-SSFT, our proposed
model does not rely on other samples and is able to directly
and flexibly generate those missing modality-specific fea-
tures from its own modality-shared features.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are as
follows:

(1) A novel FMCNet is presented, which proposes
feature-level rather than image-level modality-specific in-
formation compensation for VI-ReID. This enables our
model to focus on generating some required missing
modality-specific features (e.g., discriminative person-
related ones) for VI-ReID.

(2) Our proposed FMCNet provides an unified end-
to-end framework, achieving unimodal feature decompo-
sion, modality-specific feature compensation and modality
shared-specific feature fusion for VI-ReID via the proposed
SFD, FMC and SFF modules, respectively.

(3) Our model significantly outperforms those image-
level compensation based models and obtains competitive
and even better results than some state-of-the-art modality-
shared feature learning based ones.

2. Related work
VV-ReID has been well studied for many years and

has achieved significant progress. Summarizing the vast
amount of existing works on VV-ReID is beyond the scope
of this paper and we refer those interested readers to
[14–16] for recent surveys.

Recently, VI-ReID has raised more and more attention
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Figure 2. Framework of the proposed Feature-level Modality Compensation Network (FMCNet).

due to its potential in real-life applications [5–7]. Most
existing VI-ReID models can be divided into two cate-
gories, i.e., modality-shared feature learning based ones and
modality-specific information compensation based ones.
Modality-shared feature learning based models aim to em-
bed the features from different modalities into the same
feature space and reduce the cross-modality discrepancy
by using some feature-level constraints [1, 4, 7, 12, 17].
For example, [4] proposed a dual-path network to extract
modality-shared features from the input images by using
a shared network and designed a new bi-directional dual-
constrained top-ranking loss to learn person discriminative
features for VI-ReID. Differently, modality-specific infor-
mation compensation based models try to make up the miss-
ing modality-specific information from existing modalities
[8, 9, 18–20]. For example, [8] first designed two cross-
modality image translation sub-networks to transfer an in-
frared image into its visible counterpart and transfered a
visible image to its infrared version, respectively. Then, a
ReID network was presented to reduce the appearance dis-
crepancy by introducing some feature-level constraints.

In this paper, our proposed model follows the idea of
modality-specific information compensation. However, dif-
ferent from existing models which compensate missing
modality-specific information in the image level, our pro-
posed model adopts the feature-level compensation.

3. Method
As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed model, i.e., Feature-

level Modality Compensation Network (FMCNet), mainly
consists of three parts, i.e., a Single-modality Feature De-
composition (SFD) module, a Feature-level Modality Com-

pensation (FMC) module and a Shared-specific Feature Fu-
sion (SFF) module. Concretely, the proposed SFD mod-
ule first extracts single-modality features from the input im-
ages and then decomposes them into their own modality-
specific and modality-shared ones. Then, the proposed
FMC module generates the missing (or compensated) visi-
ble (infrared) modality-specific features from those existing
decomposed infrared (visible) modality-shared features in
an adversarial way. Finally, the original modality-specific
features and modality-shared features as well as their com-
pensated modality-specific features will be combined in the
proposed SFF module for VI-ReID. Details about these
modules will be discussed in the following contents.

Suppose that the training set (XV , XI) contains P iden-
tities and each identity contains K samples. XV =
{xk,p

V , k = 1, ..,K; p = 1, ..., P} denotes visible sample
images, and XI = {xk,p

I , k = 1, ..,K; p = 1, ..., P} de-
notes infrared sample images.

3.1. SFD Module

As shown in Fig. 2, given the input visible images XV or
the infrared images XI , the proposed SFD module first ex-
tracts their single-modality features and then decomposes
those extracted single-modality visible (infrared) features
into their own modality-specific features and modality-
shared features. Here, the ways of extracting and decom-
posing those single-modality visible and infrared features
are the same. Therefore, we take the input visible images
XV as the example to detail the corresponding process.

Specifically, the single-modality features FV are first ex-
tracted from XV by using a visible feature extraction sub-
network EV (∗). Then, a visible modality-specific feature
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Figure 3. Illustration of the proposed MD loss.

extraction sub-network EV
sp(∗) and a modality-shared fea-

ture extraction sub-network Esh(∗) are performed on FV to
decompose them into their corresponding visible modality-
specific features Fsp,V and visible modality-shared features
Fsh,V , respectively, i.e.,

FV = EV (XV ),Fsp,V = EV
sp(FV ),Fsh,V = Esh(FV ).

(1)
Finally, a specific visible identity classifier PV

sp(∗) is per-
formed on Fsp,V to predict the corresponding identity score
Ssp,V . Meanwhile, a shared identity classifier Psh(∗) is
performed on Fsh,V , which outputs their predicted identity
score Ssh,V . Mathematically, these processes can be ex-
pressed by

Ssp,V = PV
sp(Fsp,V ), Ssh,V = Psh(Fsh,V ). (2)

Similarly, we may obtain the single-modality features
FI , infrared modality-specific features Fsp,I and infrared
modality-shared features Fsh,I from XI by using the
EI(∗), EI

sp(∗) and Esh(∗), respectively. The correspond-
ing identity scores Ssp,I and Ssh,I are thus obtained by us-
ing the specific infrared identity classifier PI

sp(∗) and the
shared identity classifier Psh(∗), respectively.

Here, EV (∗) and EI(∗) follow the same structure with
the first three blocks of ResNet-50 [21]. Similarly, EV

sp(∗)
and EI

sp(∗) follow the same structure with the last two
blocks of ResNet-50 and further attach an extra global av-
erage pooling layer, respectively. Moreover, these subnet-
works’ parameters are independent to each other. Esh(∗)
has the same network sturcture with the EV

sp(∗). However,
its parameters are shared for single-modality visible and in-
frared features to extract their modality-shared features.

Loss function: To facilitate decomposing the single-
modality features Fm (m ∈ {V, I}) into modality-specific
features Fsp,m and modality-shared features Fsh,m, a novel
Modality Decomposition (MD) loss is further designed. As
shown in Fig. 3, MD loss aims to separate modality-shared
features away from those modality-specific features, and
meanwhile makes those decomposed modality-specific fea-
tures and modality-shared features identity-discriminable.
Therefore, the proposed MD loss consists of three items, in-
cluding a decorrelation loss (Ldc), a modality-specific fea-
ture separation loss (Lsps) and a modality-shared feature
separation loss (Lshs).

The decorrelation loss (Ldc) aims to push the modality-
specific features away from the modality-shared features.
For that, it first computes the modality-specific feature cen-
ter as well as the modality-shared feature center for each
identity by

Cp
sp,m =

1

K

K∑
k=1

Fk,p
sp,m, Cp

sh,m =
1

K

K∑
k=1

Fk,p
sh,m. (3)

Here, Cp
sp,m denotes the center of the p-th identity’s

modality-specific features. Similarly, Cp
sh,m denotes the

center of the p-th identity’s modality-shared features. Then,
to push the modality-specific features away from the
modality-shared features, it constraints that the maximum
distances among different modality-specific feature centers
(e.g., l1 in Fig. 3) should be smaller than the minimum
distances from the modality-specific feature centers to the
modality-shared feature centers (e.g., l2 in Fig. 3), i.e.,

Ldc =

P∑
p=1

(
max

(
max

d
∥Cp

sp,V − Cd
sp,V ∥2−

min
j

∥Cp
sp,V − Cj

sh,V ∥2 + ρ1, 0

)
+

max
(
max

d
∥Cp

sp,I − Cd
sp,I∥2−

min
j

∥Cp
sp,I − Cj

sh,I∥2 + ρ1, 0

))
.

(4)

Here, d, j = 1, 2, ..., P . ρ1 denotes the corresponding mar-
gin and is empirically set to 1.

As shown in the right part of Fig. 3, the modality-specific
feature separation loss (Lsps) tries to separate the decom-
posed modality-specific features according to their identi-
ties. To this end, it enlarges the distances among the visi-
ble (infrared) modality-specific feature centers of different
identities (e.g., l1 in Fig. 3), i.e.,

Lsps =

P∑
p=1

(
max

(
ρ2 −min

j ̸=p
∥Cp

sp,V − Cj
sp,V ∥2, 0

)

+max

(
ρ2 −min

d̸=p
∥Cp

sp,I − Cd
sp,I∥2, 0

))
.

(5)

Here, j, d = 1, 2, .., P . ρ2 denotes the corresponding mar-
gin, which is empirically set to 0.7.

As shown in the left part of Fig. 3, the modality-
shared feature separation loss (Lshs) tries to simultaneously
make the decomposed modality-shared features be identity-
distinguishable and modality-invariant. To this end, Lshs

tries to shrink the distances between the visible modality-
shared feature centers and the infrared modality-shared fea-
ture centers from the same identities (e.g., l4 in Fig. 3), and
meanwhile enlarge the distances between the visible (in-
frared) modality-shared feature centers and the both visible
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Distributions of the modality-shared features and
modality-specific features. (a) FMCNet without MD loss. (b) FM-
CNet with MD loss.

and infrared modality-shared feature centers from different
identities (e.g., l3 in Fig. 3), i.e.,

Lshs =

P∑
p=1

(
α∥Cp

sh,V − Cp
sh,I∥2 +max (ρ3−

min
j ̸=p

∥Cp
sh,V − Cj

sh,m∥2, 0
)
+max

(
ρ3 −min

d̸=p
∥Cp

sh,I−

Cd
sh,m∥2, 0

))
.

(6)
Here, j, d = 1, 2, ..., P . ρ3 denotes the corresponding mar-
gin and is also set to 0.7. α is a predefined tradeoff param-
eters to balance the different losses and is set to 2.

Accordingly, the proposed MD loss is totally expressed
by

LMD = Lshs + λ1Ldc + λ2Lsps, (7)

where λ1 and λ2 are the predefined tradeoff parameters to
balance different losses and are both set to 0.5.

Besides, an identity classification (ID) loss is employed
to facilitate extracting those person-related features and dis-
carding those background information, i.e.,

LID = LCE(Ssh,V , YV ) + LCE(Ssh,I , YI)

+ LCE(Ssp,V , YV ) + LCE(Ssp,I , YI),
(8)

where YV and YI denote the ground truths. Here, the ID
loss is constructed by using cross-entropy loss LCE , i.e.,

LCE(X,Y ) = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

yilog(xi), (9)

where, X = {x1, ..., xN} and Y = {y1, ..., yN}. xi de-
notes the predicted classification score for the i-th sample,
and yi denotes the corresponding ground truth. Here, N is
the total numbers of samples contained in X . Therefore, the
totall loss LSFD for training the SFD module is

LSFD = LMD + LID. (10)

As shown in Fig. 4(a), without using the proposed MD
loss, the modality-shared and modality-specific features of
different identities are mixed together. While, by virtue of
the proposed MD loss, those modality-shared and modality-
specific features are effectively separated from each other

(e.g., Fig. 4(b)). This means that, with the collaboration of
the designed network structure and the MD loss, the input
single-modality features will be successfully decomposed
into the modality-shared ones and modality-specific ones.

3.2. FMC Module

As discussed in the earlier part of this section, the
next step in FMCNet is to directly generate those miss-
ing modality-specific information in the feature level rather
than image level via the proposed FMC module. Mean-
while, as shown in Fig. 2, the process of generating the
missing infrared modality-specific features F′

sp,I from the
existing visible modality-shared features Fsh,V is similar to
that of generating the missing visible modality-specific fea-
tures F′

sp,V from the existing infrared modality-shared fea-
tures Fsh,I . We take the process of generating F′

sp,I from
Fsh,V as an example to detail our proposed FMC module.

Specifically, the proposed FMC module consists of a
feature-level generator GV−I(∗) and a feature-level modal-
ity discriminator DV−I(∗). The visible modality-shared
features Fsh,V are first fed into the feature-level generator
GV−I(∗) to generate the missing (or compensated) infrared
modality-specific features F′

sp,I , i.e.,

F′
sp,I = GV −I(Fsh,V ). (11)

Here, the feature-level generator GV−I(∗) is constructed by
using three stacked fully connected layers.

Then, given the generated infrared modality-specific
features F′

sp,I and the existing real infrared modality-
specific features Fsp,I , the feature-level modality discrimi-
nator DV−I(∗) aims to accurately distinguish the two types
of modality-specific features. It is constructed by using one
layer fully connected layer stacked with a Sigmoid function
and outputs a classification score St for distinguishing the
two types of features. The higher value of St indicates that
the input features are more likely to be corresponding real
infrared modality-specific features.

The feature-level generator GV−I(∗) and the feature-
level modality discriminator DV−I(∗) are trained in an ad-
versarial way. Concretely, GV−I(∗) tries to fool the dis-
criminators DV−I(∗) by generating the missing infrared
modality-specific features that approximate real infrared
modality-specific features as closely as possible. While, the
discriminators DV−I(∗) tries to distinguish the generated
modality-specific features and the real ones as accurately
as possible. Accordingly, the generated infrared modality-
specific features F′

sp,I will be eventually close to the real
ones Fsp,I . Mathematically, the adversarial loss is defined
by

min
GV −I

max
DV −I

LV −I
GAN =

1

PK

P∑
p=1

K∑
k=1

(
log

(
DV −I(F

k,p
sp,I)

)
+log

(
1−DV −I(GV −I(F

k,p
sh,V ))

))
.

(12)
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Figure 5. Distributions of the existing modality-specific features,
modality-shared features and those generated modality-specific
features of two modalities.

Besides Eq. (12), the generator GV−I(∗) is also super-
vised by a feature consistency loss LV−I

FC and an identity
consistency loss LV−I

IC . LV−I
FC aims to make the generated

features be close to the infrared modality-specific feature’s
centers of the same identities, which is expressed by

LV −I
FC =

1

PK

P∑
p=1

K∑
k=1

∥F′k,p
sp,I − Cp

sp,I∥1, (13)

where ∥ ∗ ∥1 denotes the l1-norm of a vector or matrix.
While, LV−I

IC enforces the generated features to be dis-
criminative for person identification, i.e.,

LV −I
IC = LCE(S

′
sp,I , YI), (14)

where S′
sp,I denotes the set of the predicted identity scores

by feeding F′
sp,I into the specific infrared classifier PI

sp(∗).
Similarly, given the infrared modality-shared features

Fsh,I , their corresponding visible modality-specific fea-
tures F′

sp,V can be obtained in the same way by using
a feature-level generator GI−V (∗) and a feature-level dis-
criminator DI−V (∗).

Fig. 5 shows that the distributions of those visible (in-
frared) modality-specific features generated by FMC mod-
ule are very close to those of existing visible (infrared)
modality-specific features. Moreover, both the existing
and the generated modality-specific features are identity-
discriminable. This means that, by virtue of the proposed
FMC module, the missing modality-specific information
will be effectively compensated in the feature level.

3.3. SFF Module

After that, a Shared-specific Feature Fusion (SFF) mod-
ule is further designed to mine the original modality-
specific features and modality-shared features as well as
those generated modality-specific features for VI-ReID.
Here, we take the fusion of the visible modality-shared fea-
tures Fsh,V , the visible modality-specific features Fsp,V

and the generated infrared modality-specific features F′
sp,I

as an example to describe its steps.
In our proposed SFF module, the modality-shared fea-

tures Fsh,V are considered as the primary information for
VI-ReID, while those modality-specific features Fsp,V and

F′
sp,I serve as the auxiliary information. Therefore, we first

combine Fsp,V and F′
sp,I to obtain fused modality-specific

features Ffu,V via a weighted fusion way, i.e.,

Ffu,V = ω1Fsp,V + ω2F
′
sp,I . (15)

Here, ω1 and ω1 are weights for Fsp,V and F′
sp,I , respec-

tively, which are also learnable parameters.
Then, the modality-shared features Fsh,V and the fused

modality-specific features Ffu,V are concatenated to obtain
the final fused person features Ffp,V of the visible images,
i.e.,

Ffp,V = Cat(Fsh,V ,Ffu,V ), (16)

where Cat(∗) denotes the concatenation operation. The
corresponding identity score Sfp,V is thus obtained by feed-
ing the fused features Ffp,V into a shared identity classifier
Pfp(∗).

Similarly, the final fused person features Ffp,I of the
infrared images are obtained by fusing Fsh,I , Fsp,I and
F′

sp,V in the same way. The corresponding identity score
Sfp,I is thus obtained by feeding Ffp,I into the shared iden-
tity classifier Pfp(∗).

Loss function: Similar to that in Eq. (6), a cross-
modality center (MC) loss is also employed to make the
learned person features Ffp,V and Ffp,I be discriminative
and modality-invariant, i.e.,

LMC =

P∑
p=1

(
β∥Cp

fp,V − Cp
fp,I∥2

+max

(
ρ4 −min

j ̸=p
∥Cp

fp,V − Cj
fp,m∥2, 0

)
+max

(
ρ4 −min

d ̸=p
∥Cp

fp,I − Cd
fp,m∥2, 0

))
.

(17)

Here, j, d = 1, 2, ..., P , and Cp
fp,m = 1

K

K∑
k=1

Fk,p
fp,m. ρ4

denotes the corresponding margin and β is the predefined
tradeoff parameter to balance different losses, which are set
to 0.7 and 2, respectively. Besides, the identity classification
loss is also performed on the fused features by

LFID = LCE(Sfp,V , YV ) + LCE(Sfp,I , YI). (18)

Therefore, total loss for training our proposed SFF module
is

LSFF = LMC + LFID. (19)

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Protocols

Two public available cross-modality VI-ReID datasets
(SYSU-MM01 [1] and RegDB [31]) are employed to eval-
uate our model. In SYSU-MM01, 22,258 visible images
and 11,909 infrared images of 395 identities are employed
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Methods

SYSU-MM01 RegDB
All-search Indoor-search

Visible-to-Infrared Infrared-to-VisibleSingle-shot Multi-shot Single-shot Multi-shot
Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP Rank-1 mAP

HAT [17] 55.29 53.89 - - 62.10 69.37 - - 71.83 67.56 70.02 66.30
X-Modal [22] 49.92 50.73 - - - - - - 62.21 50.18 - -

MICT [23] 61.71 58.06 - - - - - - 61.71 58.06 - -
cm-SSFT [13] 61.60 63.20 63.40 62.00 70.50 72.60 73.00 72.40 71.00 71.30 72.30 72.90
GECNet [24] 53.37 51.83 - - 60.60 62.89 - - 82.33 78.45 78.93 75.58

FMI [25] 60.02 58.80 - - 66.05 72.98 - - 73.20 71.60 71.80 70.10
DGTL [26] 57.34 55.13 - - 63.11 69.20 - - 83.92 73.78 81.59 71.65
NFS [27] 56.91 55.45 63.51 48.56 62.79 69.79 70.03 61.45 80.54 72.10 77.95 69.79

CM-NAS [28] 61.99 60.02 68.68 53.45 67.01 72.95 76.48 65.11 84.54 80.32 82.57 78.31
MLC [29] 62.22 59.56 65.83 53.34 69.68 71.00 76.27 64.07 81.02 78.73 - -

SFANet [7] 65.74 60.83 - - 71.60 80.05 - - 76.31 68.00 70.15 63.77
D2RL* [8] 28.90 29.20 - - - - - - 43.40 44.10 - -

AlignGAN* [18] 42.40 47.40 51.50 33.90 45.90 54.30 57.10 45.30 56.30 53.40 57.90 53.60
JSIA* [30] 38.10 36.90 45.10 29.50 43.80 52.90 52.70 42.70 48.10 48.90 48.50 49.30

TS-GAN* [19] 58.30 55.10 55.90 39.70 62.10 71.30 59.70 50.90 - - - -
mtGAN* [9] 41.10 40.50 - - - - - - 65.60 60.00 65.80 59.60

FMCNet*(ours) 66.34 62.51 73.44 56.06 68.15 74.09 78.86 63.82 89.12 84.43 88.38 83.86

Table 1. Comparisons with some state-of-the-art models on SYSU-MM01 dataset and RegDB dataset.

for training. While, 3803 infrared images and 301 ran-
domly selected visible images are employed for testing.
Following [13, 22], in SYSU-MM01, our model is tested
under two different settings, i.e., the all-search mode and
the indoor-search mode. RegDB contains 412 identities,
which randomly selects 206 identities for training and the
remaining 206 identities for testing. RegDB also has two
test modes, including Visible-to-Infrared setting, which re-
trieves infrared images from visible images, and Infrared-
to-Visible setting, which retrieves visible images from in-
frared images. The cumulative matching characteristics
(CMC) [32] and mean average precision (mAP) [33] are
used as evaluation metrics.

4.2. Implementation Details

We implement our model on PyTorch framework by us-
ing a single NVIDIA GeForce 2080Ti GPU. In each batch,
we randomly sample 4 identities and 8 images for each
identity. The SGD optimizer is adopted for training, where
the momentum is set to 0.9. We set the total training epochs
to 80 and set the initial learning rate to 0.1 with a warm-up
strategy [34]. The learning rate decays by 0.1 at the 20-th
epoch and 0.01 at the 50-th epoch. All the parameters in
the feature extraction subnetworks are pre-trained on Ima-
geNet [35], while other parameters are initialized by using
the Kaiming initialization [36]. All the images in the train-
ing set and those in the testing set are resized into 288×144.

In the training stage, the input images will be augmented by
randomly flipping and erasing [37].

4.3. Comparison with SOTA Methods

Our proposed FMCNet is compared with some SOTA
models, including X-Modal [22], MICT [23], cm-SSFT
[13], HAT [17], FMI [25], SFANet [7], NFS [27], MLC
[29], GECNet [24], DGTL [38] and CM-NAS [28].

As shown in Table 1, our proposed FMCNet outperforms
most existing SOTA models on SYSU-MM01. While, for
RegDB, our proposed model outperforms all the SOTA
models mentioned here, and meanwhile achieves close re-
sults in the infrared-to-visible mode and in the visible-to-
infrared mode. This indicates the effectiveness of our pro-
posed FMCNet. Especially, compared with those modality-
shared feature learning based models, those image-level
information compensation based models (e.g., D2RL [8],
AlignGAN [18], JSIA [30], mtGAN [9] and TS-GAN [19])
achieve inferior results. While, our proposed feature-level
compensation based model, FMCNet, achieves a significant
improvements over those image-level compensation based
models and even obtains better results than those modality-
shared feature learning based models. This further indi-
cates the validities of our proposed feature-level informa-
tion compensation based model for VI-ReID.
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Setting Rank-1 mAP

Base 57.09 53.11
Base+SFD 63.16 58.83

Base+SFD+FMC 65.50 62.32
Base+SFD+FMC+SFF 66.34 62.51

Table 2. Evaluation of each component in our proposed model.

Setting Rank-1 mAP

FMCNet+LID 58.68 54.33
FMCNet+LID+Lshs 63.96 58.64

FMCNet+LID+Lshs+Lsps 64.68 59.34
FMCNet+LID+Lshs+Lsps+Ldc 66.34 62.51

Table 3. Effectiveness of different items in our proposed MD loss.

Setting Rank-1 mAP

w/o FMC 63.16 58.83
FMC+LIC+LFC 57.78 55.56

FMC+LGAN 62.56 58.40
FMC+LGAN+LIC 65.61 62.17

FMC+LGAN+LIC+LFC 66.34 62.51

Table 4. Evaluation results of different losses in FMC module.

4.4. Ablation Study

In this subsection, we evaluate each component of our
proposed model on SYSU-MM01 dataset.

Effectiveness of each module: As shown in Table 2,
we first remove SFD and FMC from our model as the
‘Base’, which just consists of EV (∗), EI(∗) and Esh(∗) in
Fig. 2. Moreover, ‘Base’ is trained by only using ID loss.
‘Base+SFD’ denotes the model that employs the proposed
SFD module, and is jointly trained by using MD loss and
ID loss. As well, ‘Base+SFD’ only uses the decomposed
modality-shared features for VI-ReID. ‘Base+SFD+FMC’
further employs the proposed FMC module for VI-ReID,
where the existing modality-shared and modality-specific
features and the generated modality-specific features are
simply concatenated. ‘Base+SFD+FMC+SFF’ then at-
taches the proposed SFF module as the final model.

It can be seen that, compared with ‘Base’, ‘Base+SFD’
can significantly increase the performance. This indi-
cates that the modality-shared features are well separated
from the unimodal features via SFD, which greatly re-
duces the modality discrepancy between visible and in-
frared images, thus benefiting VI-ReID. The results of
‘Base+SFD+FMC’ indicates that the modality-specific fea-
tures generated by using FMC contain much more discrim-
inative person-related information for VI-ReID. Finally, the
results of ‘Base+SFD+FMC+SFF’ shows that the proper

exploitation of those existing and generated features further
boosts the performance of VI-ReID.

Verifying the effectiveness of each item in the pro-
posed MD loss: As shown in Table 3, the modality-shared
feature separation loss Lshs can significantly improve our
model’s performance. This indicates that the Lshs can
effectively reduce the modality discrepancy between the
modality-shared visible and infrared features. Similarly,
the modality-specific feature separation loss Lsps can fur-
ther boost our model’s performance, by separating diffier-
ent modality-specific features from each other according
to their identities. Moreover, the decorrelation loss Ldc

also increases our model’s performance. This means that
the modality-shared and modality-specific features are well
separated from each other with Ldc, which further benefits
the subsequent missing modality-specific feature compen-
sation and VI-ReID.

Verifying the effectiveness of different loss functions
in the proposed FMC module: In Table 4, ‘w/o FMC’
means only using the decomposed modality-shared features
for VI-ReID. ‘FMC’ means using FMC module to compen-
sate missing modality-specific features. ‘FMC+LIC+LFC’
degrades rather than increases the performance. This in-
dicates that, without using the adversarial loss, the miss-
ing modality-specific features cannot be well generated,
thus leading to performance drops. On the contrary, with
the adversarial loss (i.e., ‘FMC+LGAN ’), FMC ensures the
similarity between the generated modality-specific features
and real ones. With the proposed identity consistency loss
LIC and feature consistency loss LFC , the discriminabil-
ity of those generated modality-specific features is further
enhanced, thus leading to performance improvements.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, our proposed FMCNet invests the feature-

level rather than image-level modality-specific information
compensation for VI-ReID, which is achieved by using the
proposed SFD, FMC and SFF modules. Compared with
that in image level, the proposed modality-specific informa-
tion compensation in feature level avoids the introduction
of interfering information, and meanwhile is able to flexi-
bly generate more discriminative person-related modality-
specific features, thus effectively boosting the performance
of VI-ReID. The experimental results demonstrate that
our approach significantly outperforms existing image-level
modality-specific information compensation based models.
Moreover, it even achieves better results than some SOTA
modality-shared feature learning based models.

Limitation and Societal Impact: The missing
modality-specific features compensated by our model still
lack spatial structure information, which may be futher ben-
eficial for VI-ReID. Moreover, all used datasets are publicly
available and involve no ethical issues.
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